CREATE™ allows an easier customization process where you have the ability to choose which chapters to include and in what order to teach them.

The sky’s the limit when you CREATE™ your personalized iScience books.

Includes 74 chapters • Covers all topics and standards required for 6-8 students
Encourages students to relate learned science concepts to the world around them
Has engaging features • Provides thought-provoking questions
Has an inquiry-based “5 E” lesson cycle providing active, hands-on explorations of the concepts
CREATE™ Customization Features

Order more than 100 copies and your books can be printed with a hard cover and include a customized online subscription.

Review your book digitally after you submit your customized Table of Contents.

What content is available?

CREATE™ iScience content is pulled from the National Glencoe Life, Earth and Space, and Physical iScience books.

Additional CREATE™-only content is available to add to your book, such as Science and Technology chapters and Project-Based Learning Activities.

If you have any questions please contact your McGraw-Hill sales representative.

For more information, visit mheonline.com/glencoescience.